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∗Why Software Security Engineering?
∗ Software Security RE: Concepts, Definitions & 
Perspectives
∗Design For Software Security: A Unique 
Chapter in My book
∗ SSRE Processes
∗ Software Security Requirements Process 
Simulation with OPNET & BPMN






Committing to secure SDLC way of showing our 
gratitude and thankfulness to our consumers
21/05/20156
Personal details of up 
to 2.4 million Carphone
Warehouse customers 
may have been 
accessed in a cyber-
attack, the mobile 
phone retailer says.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-33835185
Cyber-attack on 8th August 2015
Why Research into Software Security?
21/05/20157
NASA link to Avvaiyar from 4th Century
What we have discovered is only a 
handful on cyber-attacks and software 
vulnerabilities
My Personal Moto Learned from 
childhood : As Avvaiyar (a Tamil 
Lady poet from 1st-2nd Century of 
C.E (roughly 2000 years ago 
Common Era or A.D) wrote 
(wikipedia ):
"Katrathu Kai Mann Alavu, 
Kallathathu Ulagalavu"
meaning roughly "What you 
have learned is only a handful; 
What you haven't learned is 





Annual Spending on 











































We need include 
socio-technical 
perspective and 




Software Security vs Computer Security vs
Information Security
21/05/201514
• Software Engineering has established techniques, 
methods and technology over two decades. 
• However, due to the lack of understanding of software 
security vulnerabilities, we have not been so successful in 
applying software engineering principles when 
developing secure software systems.



















security Software safety Availability
ReliabilityUsabilityPrivacy
Wee need to include trust modelling 
(relationships and agreements) and resilient 
computing (survivability modelling)
21/05/201517
Design For Software Security
21/05/201518






















Build Security In (BSI) 
Software components, 
interfaces, exception 
handlers for software 
security attack 
patterns
Build Security In (BSI) Component Model: 










An example of design for software security




















































∗ Eliciting and extracting requirements for software security 
explicitly with visual notations
∗ Prioritising software security requirements
∗ Risk assessment and mitigation for software security 
requirements
∗ Use  security modelling techniques Tropos, MS Threat 
Modelling, Attack Tree, Attack Patterns
∗ Design and implement software security requirements

























































Identify threats in each 
attack points & also 
identify conditions that 
must exist for an attack to 
be successful. Use 
prioritisation matrix


























































































Cloud service security development process with build in 









































BPMN simulation process consists of a number of 
cyclic phases as shown in this illustration. BPMN starts 
with an actor called Client with a small circle notation 
which sends a message to a process (Data Request 
with rounded square) which task has been devoted to 
take action based the request and therefore send a 
message to the cloud (finishing circle). The second 
phase is to annotate each element in the process and 
thirdly to create tasks, assign simulation variables 
(different types of requests both valid and invalid) to 
process and tasks with that process. Finally, create 
messages between elements in the process and run a 
number of simulations.
Amazon EC2: Large Scale Case Study: 
Cloud Data Security
Security measures impacts on execution time
The implications 
of this result 
show that data 
security instances 
execution time 
can be high when 
data was 
constantly in use. 
On the other 
hand, the 
execution time 
was less than 2 
hours if data was 
not in use.
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∗ Security can’t just be added after release instead it 
should be Build Security In (BSI)
∗ Secure software should continue to operate 
correctly even under attack
∗ Secure software can recognize attack patterns and 
avoid or withstand recognized attacks
∗ Secure software must be built-in with known 
vulnerabilities
∗ Build-In Trust and Resiliency remain a challenge for 
researchers
Conclusion , Questions & Thank You
21/05/201540
